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Mervi’s research is concerned with how gendered and sexualized bodies take shape within
organizations throughout a lifespan and how these bodies are regulated with organizational
policies; and how violence and a threat of violence shape ones' understanding about self and the
development of one’s capabilities within various organizations and in everyday life; as well as
possibilities of education to cultivate compassion.
Mervi is involved with the Nordic team writing The Academic (Un)employment at the Arctic North –
project which was recently granted by the Interreg NORTH for the duration of 1.8.2018-14.10.2020.
The project originates from the concern that significant potential of academically educated will be
lost and occupational well-being compromised in the northernmost areas of Norway, Sweden and
Finland due to fragmentation, gender segregation and gender and ethnicity related prejudices.
Specifically, the project will target academic cross-border mobility and networking among such
carefully selected Northern academic labor force which is in precarian and vulnerable position,
which benefits from mobility and which plays a major role in the well-being of the region. The key
partners will be project teams from the universities of Oulu, Luleå and Tromsø.
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